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ABSTRACT
Since the early nineteenth century, a conductor has led orchestras in concert, rather
than the concertmaster or the composer from a keyboard instrument. There is no theory
about the function of the conductor or technique for conducting an orchestra or choir in
that early period. Early conductors probably imitated the bow motions of the
concertmaster, who was the leader of the group of instrumental players.

The increasing

importance of conducting resulted in conductors who not only cued to indicate entrances
and cut offs as the concertmaster did, but also helped the musicians to understand his
musical interpretation and play as a unified musical body. The establishment of this
new role soon required the training of future generations of conductors and eventually
conducting textbooks, with guidelines and other educational material for the apprentice
conductor.
In this paper, the author explores the historical background of conducting technique
and the development of conducting textbooks in the twentieth century.
conducting textbooks were chosen representing different approaches:

Three
Max Rudolf

The Grammar of Conducting; Elizabeth A. H. Green The Modern Conductor; and
Hideo Sait

The Sait Conducting Method. The author analyzes the conducting

12

theory presented in each textbook and pinpoints the strengths and weaknesses of the three
schools.

He then suggested integrates beat patterns, combining elements from them,

proposes more effective conducting gestures for his interpretation of the music. The
focus for these integrated beat patterns is on the physical gestures and patterns of the
right hand, not left hand gestures or specific expressive gestures.
Chapter 2 summarizes the characteristics of the three conducting theories.
Chapter 3 analyzes the basic characteristic motions of each school.

Chapters 4 through

6 propose adaptations of conducting gestures, drawing from the three schools to interpret
challenging sections of the examples:

Marche royale from Histoire du Soldat by Igor

Stravinsky, Adagio for Strings by Samuel Barber, and the Ouverture: Die Hebriden by
Felix Mendelssohn. For the most effective performance of the author s interpretations,
proposed integrated beat patterns are suggested for the phrases shown in the musical
examples. Some of the beat patterns are presented in diagrams to show the integrated
beat pattern, derived from the author s synthesis of the basic five motions of the three
schools adapted from the three schools.
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INTRODUCTION
The interpretation of musical scores is realized through the communication of ideas,
both verbal and non verbal.

Conducting technique, including physical gestures and baton

motion, is very important in both rehearsal and performance. Max Rudolf, author of The
Grammar of Conducting, one of the most commonly used textbooks, warns that
musicianship and knowledge of psychology, however, still do not make a conductor.
There is a technique of conducting just as there is a technique of playing an instrument

1

Hideo Sait , the teacher of Seiji Ozawa and widely acknowledged to be the greatest
conducting teacher in twentieth century Japan, also mentioned the importance of the
conducting gesture in his textbook, The Sait Conducting Method:

just as it is

impossible to give a good performance on a piano using poor pianistic skills, it is
extremely difficult to produce good music with deficient conducting skills.

2

It was common practice in earlier times for the composer-conductor to lead the
orchestra from the keyboard. He indicated the entries and dynamics by gesturing to the
players while performing the continuo part.
1

If the composer or keyboard leader was not

Max Rudolf. The Grammar of Conducting: A Practical Guide to Baton Technique and Orchestral
Interpretation, 3rd ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1995), xv.
2
The Saito Conducting Method. Trans. Fumihiko Torigai (Tokyo: Min-On Concert
Association, 1988), 2.
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there, the leader was the concertmaster, who gave the tempi and expressive indications.
Beginning in the early nineteenth century, orchestras were more often led by a conductor
than by the concertmaster or leader from the keyboard.

In his autobiography written in

1820, Louis Spohr, the German violinist, composer and conductor, wrote of his early
success as a conductor standing in front of the orchestra, replacing the traditional
leadership of the composer or concertmaster:
It was still the custom in London at that time, when symphonies and overtures were performed,
for the pianist to have the score before him, not exactly to conduct from it but rather to read and to
play with the orchestra at pleasure, which often produced a very bad effect. The real conductor was
the first violin, who gave the tempi and

gave the beat with his bow. Thus a large orchestra,

standing so far apart from each other as the members of the Philharmonic, could not possibly be
exactly together, despite the excellence of individual members. The ensemble was much worse than
we are accustomed to in Germany

In rehearsal on the day I was to conduct the concert, Mr. Ries

[composer] took his place at the piano and readily assented to relinquish the score and to remain
wholly excluded from all participation in the performance.

I then took my stand with the score at a

separate music desk in front of the orchestra, drew my directing baton from my coat pocket and
gave the signal to begin

I could not only give the tempi in a very decisive manner, but could

indicate all confidence they had not known hitherto

. The result at that evening was more brilliant

than I could have hoped. It is true, the audience was at first startled by the novelty and there was
considerable whispered comment, but when the music began and the orchestra executed the well
known symphony with unusual power and precision, general approbation was shown immediately
on the conclusion of the first part by long-sustained applause.

No conductor was seen seated at

the piano any more during the performance of symphonies and overtures.3

3

John Amis and Michael Rose, eds. Words About Music: A Treasury of Writings (New York:
Marlowe & Co., 1995), 113-114.
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When the conductor led from the podium rather than from the keyboard, he or she
became free to indicate the entries, tempo and to shape the interpretation and expressions in
detail.

This new responsibility required conductors to have an efficient baton and gestural

technique in order to achieve unity and expressiveness in the music.

Even in the middle

of the nineteenth century, it was not uncommon for a concertmaster to lead an orchestra in
Germany.

Richard Wagner states in his book On Conducting,

in the days of my

youth, orchestral pieces at the celebrated Leipzig Gewandhaus Concerts were not
conducted at all; they were simply played through under the leadership of Conzertmeister
Mathai, like overtures and entr actes at a theatre

those who have experience in such

matters are aware that, in most cases, the defective constitution of German orchestras and
the faults of their performances are due to the shortcomings of conductors.

4

Learning baton technique often can be very difficult for the beginning conductor.
Traditionally, it is common to imitate the teacher s beat pattern without consideration of
musical context or style.

As with any method, the principles presented at the beginning
nique and concepts develop. With time and

4

Richard Wagner. On Conducting: a Treatise on Style in the Execution of Classical Music,
4 ed. trans. Edward Dannreuther (London: W. Reeves, 1972), 14.
th
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experience, technique becomes internalized and automatic; one no longer thinks of textbook
diagrams and patterns.

The advanced conductor relies upon this information so that he/she

can respond spontaneously to the music and the needs of the musicians.

While the

conductor conducts the music and expresses the emotional mood of the works, he or she
uses various gestures according to the flow of the music, without consciously considering
which way of conducting is most efficient.
Conductors want to refine their conducting technique in order to make their
communication with the players as efficient as possible.

After elementary technical

studies, an aspiring conductor must make choices about his/her technique.

To acquire

sufficient conducting skill, a conductor must decide which of many conducting styles is
most effective for him or her.

More often, it is a conglomeration of different techniques

and gestures which becomes a conductor s personal technique.
There are three major schools of conducting that have influenced the author s
personal baton technique.

T

is used to classify the various beating

techniques presented in textbooks by three conductors:

Max Rudolf The Grammar of

Conducting, Elizabeth A. H. Green The Modern Conductor; and Hideo Sait
Conducting Method.

The

Two of the three textbooks are among those most commonly

17

used in teaching pre-professional orchestral conductors.
America and Europe, and Sait

s text predominates in
text is a frequent choice for

teaching music educators and introductory classes in the United States.
Max Rudolf, a conductor with the Metropolitan Opera from 1945 to 1958 and the
music director of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra from 1959 to 1970, was considered
by Erich Leinsdorf to be completely objective and he himself is a first-rate conductor.

5

James Levine wrote, Max Rudolf was one of the most beloved and erudite musicians in
America for fifty years.

He had an enormous operatic repertoire, ranging from Mozart,
6

Gunther Schuller wrote:
In my fifteen years (1945-1959) playing in the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, most of that time
as principal horn, I worked, needless to say, with many famous conductors, such as Fritz Busch,
George Szell, Bruno Walter, Dmitri Mitropolous, and Fritz Reiner.

But there was one conductor,

much less celebrated at the time, whom I and most of my orchestral colleagues considered as good as
(or even better than) many a highly touted batonMax Rudolf

We in the orchestra knew that when Max stepped onto the podium, we could expect

first-rate musical leadership: clean, unfussy, intelligent, stylistically authentic conducting, whether
the repertory was Italian, French, German, or Russian.

5

7

Max Rudolf. The Grammar of Conducting: A Practical Guide to Baton Technique and Orchestral
Interpretation, 3rd ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1995), back cover.
6
Michael Stern and Hanny Bleeker White, eds. Max Rudolf, a Musical Life: Writings and Letters
(Hillsdale, New York: Pendragon Press, 2001), foreword, i.
7
Ibid., preface, XV.
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For many years, Rudolf was on the faculty of the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia
where he taught conducting and directed the opera department.
Elizabeth A. H. Green studied with Nicolai A. Malko, the chief conductor of the
Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra from 1918 to 1928.

Igor Markevitch, an important

European conductor of the post World War II era, said in the foreword to Green s The
Conductor and His Baton:
Nicolai Malko, a pioneer of the technique of conducting

will remain with Hermann

Scherchen, one of the first who understood that the art of conducting, after an empirical period of
development, should be based on rational principles

I thank Mrs. B. Malko and Miss E. Green

who by translating and completing this work, made its contents accessible to us.

Malko wrote about Green in The Conductor and his Baton:
collaboration of Miss Elizabeth Green was extremely valuable.

8

In the final version the
9

Green had achieved

both national and international recognition for her work in violin pedagogy and conducting
at the University of Michigan.

Green used her knowledge to write The Modern

Conductor in 1961. This sixth edition was published shortly after her death in 1995.
Hideo Sait was a professor in the conducting department of the Toho Gaukuen
School of Music in Tokyo from 1952 to 1974. Such significant conductors as Seiji

8

Elizabeth A. H. Green and Nicolai Malko. The Conductor and his Score (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1975), foreword.
9
Elizabeth A. H. Green. The Modern Conductor. 6th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall,
1997), front leaf.
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Ozawa and Kazuyoshi Akiyama were products of his studio.

Leonard Bernstein wrote:

to judge by the few students of Professor Sait that ve come to know, he must have been
a truly great teacher.

10

Maestro Ozawa wrote in the preface of Sait s book, I had the

fantastic good fortune to study with Professor Hideo Sait directly, and I am deeply
convinced that what is most stunning about Professor Sait s ideas and methods is that they
are so broad, so all-encompassing.

His teachings are so comprehensive and yet so

fundamental that they embrace and enrich all possible conducting styles.

11

Rudolf, Green and Sait were the significant professor of conducting in the twentieth
century, pioneers in systematically introducing to their students and others through their
texts.

10
11

The Saito Conducting Method, front leaf.
, ii.
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CHAPTER 1
THE CHOICE OF PUBLISHED CONDUCTING TEXTBOOKS
Of the many conducting textbooks written it is not easy to select just one to be the
model for a specific style of baton technique.

When selecting textbooks, the author first

considered whether each was used widely as a college or teaching textbook worldwide in
the late twentieth century. A second criterion was the extent to which the textbook had
influenced conductors, authors of other texts, and important conducting teachers.

Based

on these considerations, the author first selected Max Rudolf s textbook The Grammar of
Conducting, third edition, published in 1995 by Schirmer Books.
reviewed Rudolf s text stating:

Norman Del Mar

The book is, I would hazard, a valuable asset to any

serious conducting student and is (especially considering its lavish use of diagrams and
musical examples) very reasonably priced.

12

The second textbook chosen was Elizabeth

Green s The Modern Conductor, sixth edition, published in 1997 by Prentice Hall, Inc.,
used widely in America and Europe.

The third text is Hideo Sait s The Saito Conducting

Method, edited by Wayne Toews, translated by Torigai and published in 1988 by Min-on
Concert Association and Ongaku Tomosha Corp.

12

Norman Del Mar Wise Conductor Musical Times 122 (Dec. 1981): 823.
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From the perspective of physical gesture, also called beating technique in this
document, the author will examine the strengths and weaknesses of the three textbooks.
From this study, the author will propose certain integrated gestures, using the
contributions of the beating theory of the Japanese master teacher Hideo Sait , adapted to
and integrated with the more commonly known methods of Rudolf and Green.

To give

an introduction to these three methods and their differences, the author will first compare
the different gestural ideas and technical principles of each
approaches using a common 4/4 legato beat pattern as the point of reference.

22

CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE SCHOOLS OF
CONDUCTING
The School of Elizabeth A. H. Green
In The Modern Conductor, Elizabeth A.H. Green proposed that beat patterns focus
on the point of each ictus, which indicates the precise instant of the rhythmic pulse, placed
on an imaginary horizontal plane in her diagrams.

strongest point is that it is easy

to recognize the ictus, because it is characterized by tapping each beat with a motion of the
wrist.

Green writes,

your arm moves through the pattern, and your hand, using its

motion in the wrist, taps each beat as it occurs.

The tap is very small, very clear

indication of the precise instant of the rhythmic pulse is called the ictus

after tapping the

ictus, the hand springs back slightly this is termed the rebound or reflex.

13

diagrams reveal an acute angle at the ictus to make a clear beat point. (Figure 1)14

13

14

Green. The Modern Conductor, 10.
Green. 11.

. this

Her
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Figure 1:

Green s basic beat pattern in 4 (dotted line indicates the rebound)

There are several characteristics of Green s beating style.

Each beat except for the

last beat, has clear icti, placed on an imaginary horizontal line. Green used the flicking of
the wrist to get a sharp and clear beat point. Her beating pattern is efficient for passages
needing an extra clarity, because of the acute angle of each beat.
(Figure 2-1)15
Figure 2-1:

15

Green s basic beat pattern in 6 (dotted line indicates the rebounds)

Green. 30.

24

It is easy for the player who sits in front of the conductor to see each beat point, but more
difficult for the player who sits at the side, for whom all the beats, except for the last, are
seen as the same shape.

For smooth and legato music, Green suggests the molto-legato

pattern with the curved ictus in legato. (Figure 2-2)16
Figure 2-2:

16

Green s the curved ictus in legato beat pattern

Green, 46.

25

The School of Max Rudolf
In the Grammar of Conducting, Max Rudolf proposed that beat patterns focus on a
continuously moving line. Unlike Green, Rudolf draws his diagram on a graph paper-like
grid. The balance of the left, right, top and below portions is divided by imaginary
horizontal and vertical lines.

Rudolf grouped all the beat patterns into four categories:

legato, staccato, marcato, and tenuto.

Legato and staccato are divided into several sub-

categories: neutral non-espressivo and espressivo patterns in legato, and light and full
patterns in staccato.
Rudolf s neutral-legato pattern shows the clear point of each beat without any
expression in it.

Rudolf characterized it as

a plain, continuous motion. It is neutral

in character and therefore uses mostly straight lines.

It is not large in size and is done

with no intensity in the forearm motion. (Figure3)17

When applying this beat to musical

examples Rudolf suggests start your conducting without any emotional bias and you
concentrate upon a clear presentation of the rhythm.

18

The line between each beat is

close to a straight and continuous motion, not very curved.

17
18

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 4-5.
Rudolf, 5.

He suggests a wrist motion

26

is sufficient for this pattern.

19

This beat is effective for conducting recitative, and simple

passages, and for sustaining long chords that accompany a solo part.
Figure 3:

Neutral-legato 4-beat pattern

Rudolf explains his expressive-legato pattern
with a certain feeling of intensity in the forearm.

a curved, continuous motion

The degree of intensity as well as the

shaping of the curves varies with the emotional quality of the music.
anywhere from fairly small to quite large.

20

The size may be

The point of the first beat is a sharp and

narrow acute angle which can show the clear beat point. The second and third beats hit
the points which cross an imaginary horizontal line. (Figure 4)21

19
20
21

Rudolf, 5.
Ibid., 21.
Ibid., 22.

27

Figure 4:

Expressive-legato 4-beat pattern

Rudolf s molto-legato pattern places the first, second and third beats on the
imaginary horizontal dotted line. (Figure 5)22
Figure 5:

Molto-legato 4-beat pattern

The more curved shape between the third and fourth beats makes for even smoother
expression than the expressive-legato pattern.

Also, the beat point of the first beat

comes at the intersection of the dotted horizontal line and vertical line instead of at the
22

Rudolf., 23.

28

bottom of the first beat which is the usual point of the first beat. The downbeat shows a
more intensively curved movement.
Rudolf divides the staccato pattern into two subcategories: light and full-staccato
The light-staccato beat is a quick, straight motion with a stop on each count.
gestures are small

done by the wrist alone

The

and move very quickly between the

counts. (Figure 6)23
Figure 6: Light-staccato beat pattern in 4

This pattern is useful for the fast, light and soft dynamic passages. To avoid any tension
of the arm, Rudolf suggests that the conductor not move the shoulder and elbow but use

23

Rudolf, 13.

29

the wrist.

24

There is no rebound after the first beat, compared to the full-staccato beat

pattern which has one there.
The full-staccato pattern, Rudolf explains, is a quick, slightly curved motion with a
stop on each count.

It is snappy and energetic, with a characteristic bouncing on the

down beat...this bouncing is done by a wrist motion
must not be hindered by any tension in the wrist.
Figure 7:

rather than a stop, as in the light-staccato.
in a slower tempo.

25

(Figure 7)

Full-staccato in 4

There is a continuing beat point, shown as circles

24

25

is a natural muscular reaction and

Rudolf, 13.
Ibid., 16.

and

on the first and fourth beat,

This beat is useful for heavy and brief passages

30

The tenuto beat is described by Rudolf as a plain motion with a stop on each count.
The manner in which the beat is sustained depends on the music. The size varies from
small to large. (Figure 8)26
Figure 8:

Tenuto 4-beat pattern

He explains
preparation

he connecting gesture between each count serves as release and
characterized by a holding on to the count.

a tension in the forearm and a release right after the tension.

27

It is very important to give
This beat is good for tenuto

passages and for intense, sustained music with breaks between notes.
Rudolf, like Green, suggests using clicking to emphasize the beats, indicating some
beats more emphatically in dotted rhythms and syncopations, especially in a slow
tempo.28

26
27
28

This clicking is a sharp, quick wrist motion that speeds up the movement of

Rudolf., 20.
Ibid., 20.
Ibid., 8.

31

the baton just before reaching a count.
continues at normal speed.29

29

Rudolf., 8-9.

Immediately after the count, the motion

32

The School of Hideo Sait
Sait

cal approach is a radical departure from Green

s

principles of baton technique. Whereas Green and Rudolf focus on the patterns and their
various shapes, Saito s focuses on the motion of each beat and the influence of gravity,
weight, speed and intensity on it.

Because of these great differences in focus and the fact

that Sait s work is less known in the United States than Green s and Rudolf s, the author
will go into greater depth describing the components of Sait s baton technique.
Sait divides his beat patterns into two categories: into-point motion and frompoint motion.

Into-point motion describes some movement before the beat-point; Tataki,

Shakui and Heikin motions are included in this category.

From-point motion describes

some movement after the beat-point; Shunkan, Sen-nyu, Haneage and Hikkake motions are
in this category.
Tataki (meaning to beat, to hit, to strike), is the basic gesture of into-point motion.
To illustrate the two subcategories of Tataki motion30 and the more intensive Tataki

30

The Saito Conducting Method. Trans. Fumihiko Torigai (Tokyo: Min-On Concert
Association, 1988), 21.
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motion31, the author chose the 3-beat pattern diagram, because it is much clearer than that
of the 4-beat pattern. (Figure 9)
Figure 9:

Sait s Tataki & more intensive Tataki motion in 3

Tataki motion

More intensive Tataki motion

The denser, darker sections indicate the speed of the motion: the thicker the line in the
diagram, the faster the motion. This is in great contrast to Green and Rudolf s diagrams.
This beat pattern is effective for strong, energetic music such as marches.
uses the flick of the wrist to make the angles even more acute. (Figure 10)32
Figure 10: Sait s flicking motion, arrow indicate the wrist motion.

31
32

The Saito Conducting Method, 38.
Ibid., 23.

This motion
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Shakui (to scoop) is another into-point motion:
and deceleration

motion in an arc using acceleration

the most obvious difference between Shakui and Tataki is in the shape

of the motion, Shakui being made in an arc whereas Tataki uses straight lines. (Figure
11)33
Figure 11: Sait s Shakui 4-beat motion, highlighted by author.

Shakui is similar to

expressive legato beat pattern.

The Shakui technique is good

for legato music.
The last example of into-point motion is Heikin, the baton moves at an even and
constant speed. There is no change in the tension of the arm muscle and, if there is any
acceleration or deceleration, it is very slight

Unlike Tataki where the motion is along

straight lines, the patterns for Heikin motion use motions which follow curved lines.

33

, 37.
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(Figure 12)34
Figure 12:

Heikin 4-beat motion

Heikin motion is suitable for legato music.

It is similar to the non espressivo beat pattern

of Rudolf.
Sait s second major category is that of from-point motion, motion right after the
point of ictus.

The from-point motion instantaneously shows the exact time and

location of the point by a bursting motion which originates right on the point.
of the four types is Shunkan undo, meaning instantaneous motion:
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The first

The motion begins

exactly on the point in a sudden burst, like a flash of light, and then it stops immediately
with no further motion until the next point

a stiff, sharp and abrupt movement

the

quick motion at the point bears no relationship to the tempo of the music. (Figure 13)36

34
35
36

Ibid., 34.
, 39.
Ibid., 39-40.
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Figure 13:

Shunkan undo in 4-beat

There are three elements:
the arrival point.

a clear and energetic start, quick motion and a sudden stop at

However, the sudden stop after quick movement makes it difficult for

the player to determine the exact tempo.

In this motion the tempo is related to how long

because the starting and motion is rapid like a flash of light
The condu
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between each point need to be of consistent duration in order to

execute a stable tempo.

Compared to Tataki motion, Shunkan undo is more effective for

indicating accented attacks and articulation.
Sen-nyu motion is used for subdivided beat patterns. (Figure 14)38

Sait explained

that Sen-nyu means placed in advance, having already entered, pre-settled

a conducting

technique which defines the subdivision and shows where the point will be located by
stopping on the offbeat.
37
38

, 41.
Ibid., 44.

Stop after the Tengo [the movement after beat point], and

37

remaining motionless throughout the time when the Tenzen [the movement immediately
before the beat point] would occur.
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In comparison, the beat point of Shakui comes in the middle of the motion, whereas
the beat point of the Sen-nyu comes on the starting point and the second half of the beat
goes early to the beat point of the next beat and stops at the halfway point of the beat.
(Figure 15)40
Figure 14:

Sen-nyu motion: X indicates stop on the point

Figure 15:

Shakui motion:

indicates A half of the beat

Haneage motion means to spring up, to bounce upward from.

Sait says It is a

baton technique which clearly and immediately shows the point by a great, sudden starting
39
40

, 43.
Ibid., 44.

38

burst of speed.

The rate of deceleration which follows the burst shows how the sound is

to be sustained after the initial attack.

41

It is important to begin directly on the point

with substantial initial speed to instantaneously show the point, and to indicate the weight
of the accent by the speed of the starting burst.
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Sometimes this motion looks like

Shunkan undo, but there are differences between the two motions.
is deceleration after the bursting and then steady movement.

In the Haneage, there

In Shunkan undo beat, there

is quick movement right after the bursting, without deceleration and stopping at the point.
Sait shows two kinds of Haneage motions:
(Figure 16-1, 2)43

41
42
43

, 47.
Ibid. 47
Ibid. 47

weak accent and strong accent.
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Figure 16-1:

Weak accent Haneage motion

Figure 16-2:

Strong accent Haneage motion

Hikkake means to hook, to take hold of by or to catch with a hook.

Wayne J.

Toews, translator into English of The Sait Conducting Method, notes Hikkake invites a
breath (sudden breath needed).

It is made with a sudden flick of the wrist or contraction

of the muscle in the lower arm.

The term Hikkake describes how the motion is used

rather than how it is made.
sense of the starting burst.
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This looks similar to the Haneage and Shunkan undo in the

The differences among them are the movements of the Tengo,

the after the beat point motion. Haneage moves continuously in deceleration after the

44

Sait ., 51.
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bursting out, but Shunkan undo stops right after the rapid bursting out.
mixture of both motions:

Hikkake is a

rapid movement in the first half of the Tengo, followed by slow

movement without deceleration. This motion is useful, Sait explains, to reinforce the
location of a point to assist an entrance which comes off the beat

Hikkake is more like

Shunkan undo or more like Haneage, with deceleration after the point, depending upon
whether the sound is staccato or sustained.

For this reason Haneage is used for

syncopation in legato passages whereas Hikkake is used for syncopated staccato notes or
for rhythms with off-beats.
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Sait did not diagram the shape of Hikkake in the textbook, but the basic pattern of
the motion is illustrated below. (Figure 17)
Figure 17: Hikkake motion:

45

Rudolf., 50.

B and B, A and A indicate the same spot in this gesture

41

Hikkake motion is sudden bursting out from A to B and the returning move from B to A
after arriving early at B.

For the author, this motion would be most effective for

conducting the opening two measures of the first movement of Symphony no. 3, by
Beethoven. (Exmple 1)46

46

Ludwig van Beethoven. First, Second and Third Symphonies. (New York: Dover Publications,
Inc., 1976), 193.

42

Music Example 1:

Beethoven, Symphony No. 3, the opening of the first movement
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Sait s motion theory, which the author also calls his principles of motion, is the
most rational and effective theory to be applied to all the conducting gestures.
moving theory evolves from the movement of the instrumentalists.

Sait s

Beating is the

movement which varies according to the musical flow, the way of bowing for the strings,
and the way of breathing for the wind or brass instruments.

For the Tataki motion, he

explains it as an imitation of beating a drum the starting up position is the preparatory
beat; down to the drum is the actual into-point beat; impact drum is the beat-point; and
after beating drum is the from-point motion.

Shakui can be most effective

communicating to string players who increase the tension to the middle of the bow and
decrease the tension to the end. There is similarity between the Shakui motion and the
down-bowing motion of the string players.
Another way of describing Sait s moving theory is to use the movement of a tennis
ball.

When dropped, the ball accelerates to the bottom, bounces, then decelerates until it

stops at the top point.

The tennis ball illustration is suitable for describing the movement

of Tataki and Shakui. The pull of gravity is very effective in illustrating the beat point as
the peak of the increasing tension drawn from the accelerated motion of the dropped tennis
ball, like Haneage for legato syncopation and Hikkake for staccato syncopation.
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Often the music requires a clear ictus, as in

tapping the wrist. Sometimes

no clear impact is needed, but, a continuing smooth beat instead, like Rudolf s moltolegato beat. At other times, an acute sharp beat is needed, as in Sait s Tataki motion to
conduct march-like rhythms.
Summarizing the beat patterns of the three schools, conductors have various choices
for beat patterns, and types of motions, depending on the musical idea.

To use the various

beat patterns and movements in the most effective way is one of the challenges faced by
young conductors.

Since the choice of gestures is made to convey the conductor s

personal interpretation, a combination of techniques might be most effective to convey it.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC MOTIONS DRAWN FROM THE THREE
SCHOOLS, USED FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SELECTED MUSICAL
EXAMPLES
Before proceeding to the musical application of these conducting techniques
beginning in Chapter 4, it is important to categorize and show the similarities and
differences of the gestures of Rudolf, Green, and Sait .
undo is similar to the staccato beat of Rudolf.

For example, Sait s Shunkan

Green speaks of the bounce, which is

called bursting out in the Haneage of Sait . However, when Max Rudolf uses the term
tenuto, he does not discuss the use of tension and release in the tenuto beat.

Green uses

a dotted line to indicate the bouncing motion, but she gives no clear explanation of how to
bounce the beat.
To show the similarities of the schools the author has summarized the principles of
the three schools into five motions : even motion, gravity motion, stop motion, bursting
motion, and tension/ releasing motion.

In the explanations below circled letters indicate

continuing motion and boxed letters indicate stopping motion, as in Rudolf s textbook.
The diagrams are by the author.
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Even motion has a steady speed and does not have any expression at the beat
point.

Because there is no change of speed, there is no sense of tension or release.

(Figure 18)
Figure 18:

Even Motion : A and A in this figure represents the same point.

This

actual motion would be a direct vertical down-up motion.

This is similar to Rudolf s neutral-legato beat (Figure 3), and Sait s Heikin undo.
(Figure 12) Both Sait and Rudolf are in agreement that these are for legato music which
has little or no expression, for merely indicating the beats during long-held notes.
Figure 18 shows its start at A and moves to B and through A , through B to A with
even speed and without tension or resistance in the motion.
Gravity motion draws from the principle of gravity as a force of nature. (Figure
19)
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Figure 19:

Gravity motion :

A and A in this figure represent the same point.

When a tennis ball is dropped, the ball accelerates to the bottom where it bounces,
changes direction and decelerates until it lose all momentum before falling again.

In the

conducting motion, the beat speeds from A until the bottom point B and the motion
accelerates with tension because gravity is paired with it. The beat, after passing the
bottom point B, decelerates to the point A .

The second half of the movement reverses

the direction. Sait uses gravity motion as the core of Tataki undo and Shakui undo.
This motion is very effective for legato and molto legato music because of the predictably
fluctuating speed, due to the acceleration and deceleration of gravity, and can emphasize
a variety of musical expressions. To practice this motion, students imitate the
movement of the dropping ball by holding something to feel weight, like a can or a bottle,
in order to feel the gravitational pull. Another good image is that of a pendulum.
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Keeping a smooth, continuing connection between acceleration and deceleration is the
most important aspect of this motion.
Stop motion is very fast and moves instantly from points A to B, with a stop on
each beat point (Figure 20)
Figure 20:

Stop motion :

A and A , B and B represent the same points.

The motion starts at A and moves quickly to B; where it stops, and then moves quickly
back from B to A .

There is no tension or strength in the arm during this motion.

Instead, a quick motion then relaxation is required. Sait uses this motion for his
Shunkan undo, which is used for staccato conducting. Rudolf uses this for his staccato
and marcato beats with quick, straight motion with a stop on each count.

47

Rudolf., 13.
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The concept of bursting motion is a sudden burst in any direction; the author
takes upward motion as an example. (Figure 21)
Figure 21:

Bursting motion :

A and A , B and B represent the same points.

Figure 21 shows an upward burst from A to B, and a slowing of the motion as it returns
to A , where the motion stops. The difference of this motion from Sait s others is that
the starting point is at the bottom. To start at the bottom, it is necessary that the motion
is prepared at the bottom beat point, and stay there until bursting out.

To get a clear

preparatory beat, an extra bursting upward beat without tension but with quick motion, is
needed.

It must show the exact tempo from the start of the preparing beat. Because of

the strong, energetic character of this motion, it is very effective for conducting forte
passages which start at the beginning of a piece, or for sudden changes of dynamic level
from piano to forte.
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The author s final category of motion is Tension/ release.

This motion is

characterized by slow, sustained tension followed by a sudden release at the end of the beat.
(Figure 22)
Figure 22:

Tension/ Release

Immediately after leaving point A, continues with resistance to point A where the
resistance is released before point B.

The forearm needs resistance for sustaining the

musical tension, but then should relax following the release.

To feel the release, one

might imagine moving the arms in a swimming pool, where you can feel the resistance of
the water when the hand is reaching forward and the release when the hand is facing
downward. Another way to practice the feeling of tension and release is to put your hand
out the window of a moving car. You can feel the tension when your hand is pushing
forward and release when the hand is moved downward.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERGRATED PATTERNS DRAWN FROM RUDOLF, GREEN, SAIT , USED FOR
THE INTEEPRETATION OF THE SELECTED MUSICAL EXAMPLES
There are various ways to interpret music, but to select the most effective and
evocative beat for a particular musical situation is not simple and is related to the
conductor s interpretation.

There is no doctrine or rule for interpreting the music with a

particular style of baton technique.

As discussed earlier in this document, each of the

three schools has specific strengths for conveying music expressively, depending on the
musical context.

However, merging ideas from two schools can reveal certain musical

ideas more clearly than is possible by adhering to a single technique of a particular school.
The author sees particular merit in the marriage of certain techniques for heightened
musicality and effectiveness in performance.

One is the creation of a distinctive legato

gesture by integrating the patterns of Hideo Sait and Max Rudolf. The continuously
moving line and a wellclear point of the beat pattern and the weighted movement of Sait

.

The

Shunkan undo would

be effective for bringing out a specific expression of music, for example, the opening
chords of Beethoven s Symphony No.3. (Example 1 at page 42)

Combining these
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strengths, the author has drawn an integrated beat pattern and diagrammed it using a
combination of Rudolf s and Sait s graphing style. (Figure 23)
Figure 23:

Author s integrated legato 4-beat pattern

Integrating conducting patterns of Hideo Sait and Elizabeth A.H. Green would yield
another, hybrid legato pattern, which might be the best choice for another musical situation.
The clear, acute angle of the beat from Green s beat pattern and the weight movement from
Sait s pattern can be effective for bringing out the expression of legato music that has
strong accents on each beat. The author combines these qualities of Sait and Green s
techniques in the following diagram. (Figure 24)
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Figure 24:

Integrated legato 4-beat pattern

The author s choice to combine these gestures was made to serve his own personal
interpretation of certain musical situation. As the goal of technique is to further effective
communication, the conductor s personal interpretation of a work must be the starting point
for all gestural choices.

In the following chapters the author s musical interpretation of

works by Stravinsky, Mendelssohn and Barber will serve as the basis for creating
integrated gestures drawn from the schools of Rudolf, Green and Sait .
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND INTEGRATED CONDUCTING
TECHNIQUES IN MARCHE ROYALE FROM HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT, BY
STRAVINSKY
In discussing the musical examples at the following chapters, the author is only
minimally concerned with harmonic and structural analysis. Although this analysis
affects my overall concept of the entire piece, the scope of the study is how to pull the
proper sound, articulation and texture from the orchestra using the most effective beat for
each specific moment.

These are interpretational decisions for performance are

informed by score analysis and personal preference.
Analysis
Marche Royale from Histoire du Soldat by Stravinsky is structured in a ternary, AB-A form, with a short coda which is a repetition of the nine-measure introduction.
There are two main themes. The exposition begins with the trombone playing an
energetic first theme in B-flat major (Example 2), followed by a strong second theme
played by the cornet. (Example 3) These themes recur throughout to unify the movement
in a type of free rondo.
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Music Example 2:

Stravinsky, Marche Royale mm. 1-7, first theme

Music Example 3: Stravinsky, Marche Royale mm. 8-14, second theme

The development section begins with the second theme, played by the cornet
beginning at rehearsal number 4, and the first theme played by clarinet and bassoon
beginning at rehearsal number 5. The bassoon plays a new melody at rehearsal number
6, followed by the clarinet playing another new melody which is sustained on high F
with grace notes at the third measure after rehearsal number 7. The second theme is
presented often by the cornet, followed by slight changes in the first theme at rehearsal
number 11. The recapitulation begins 5 measures after rehearsal number 16 with the
strong first theme presented by trombone. This structure is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Stravinsky, Marche Royale
Section

Themes

Specific points

Introduction

1st theme in trombone

Theme accompanied by march-like

(mm. 1-25)

(mm. 1-10)

strong and short chordal harmonies.

nd

2 theme in cornet
(mm. 10-20)
first Section

2nd theme in trumpet (m. 26),

Appearance of various solo

(mm. 26-106)

and other melodies by Cla., Bs

melodies, most of them derived

nd

st

(m. 31) 2 theme and 1 theme

from theme fragments.

reappear, in trumpet
(mm. 67, 73)
nd

2 Section

2nd theme in trumpet (m. 107)

(mm. 107-129) and first theme in bassoon

After short bridge (mm.103-106),
2nd theme by trumpet.

(m. 112)
Coda

Starting with strong first theme

Repeat of introduction (mm. 1-10)

(mm. 130-139) in trombone

Integrated Gesture
For Marche royale, the author will apply Sait s Tataki beat primarily. The
continuous eighth-note pulse of the bold march requires a sharp, somewhat heavy beat.
The Tataki beat, which is heavier and more static than the light staccato beat of Rudolf, is
more suitable for my interpretation of this piece.

Sait s Tataki beat is also effective for

conducting the predominant short and strong character of the music.

However the light

staccato pattern of Rudolf, combined with Tataki is good for the softer sections of the
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march. Therefore, the author will use Sait s Tataki pattern combined with Rudolf s
light staccato as the basis for the foundation of an integrated technique in Marche Royale.
A variety of conducting techniques are required to conduct Marche Royale, a sixminute piece.

The frequent change of meter and complex cross rhythms challenges the

conductor to keep the ensemble together and maintain continuity.

The music of the

accompaniment maintains a steady 2/4 meter pulse throughout, but the melodic line,
inspires the changing meters 5/8, 3/8, 4/8, 2/4, and 3/4 typical of the composer s work.
There must be no conflict between the metrical mixture and the continuous rhythmic
pattern heard in the accompanying parts. The rhythmic supporting patterns are short:
staccato in the woodwinds and secco in the strings at rehearsal number 1. (Example 4)
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Music Example 4: Stravinsky, Marche Royale mm. 1-14
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The movement begins with what feels like a steady march tempo but the 5/8 measure
immediately obscures what is on the beat--the melody or the accompaniment in the
following measures.

The basic accompaniment pattern is composed of continuous

staccato eighth note chords forced onto the offbeat, beginning at the end of measure 1.
Similar metrical shifts throughout the movement pose similar challenges to the ensemble.
To maintain the steady march tempo and good ensemble, clear, sharp and energetic
beats are required.

The author suggests applying the Tataki beat for maintaining the

march pulse, especially in forte passages. (Figure 25-1)
Figure 25-1:

Tataki 2-beat pattern: dotted line indicates the same place

For the 5/8 measure, divided 2 + 3, the conductor needs more space for the second beat.
(Figure 25-2)
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Figure 25-2:

Tataki 2+3 beat pattern at rehearsal number 1

Irregular meters require such proportional adjustments.

Throughout the piece there are

similar complexities, such as at rehearsal number 1, where the conductor must prepare the
staccato for the accompaniment. To emphasize the sforzando of the violin, one must stop
right after the first beat point.

To do this one could apply the Hando-Tataki motion,

which Sait describes as:

is] is used to show that the sound rings, or to give a strong,

clear definition of the point and, at the same time, to show the rhythm after the point by the
rebounding motion.

48

31.
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(Figure 25-3)
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Figure 25-3:

Hando-Tataki motion in the first beat of 1

The second beat requires a smooth motion for the subito meno forte of the solo cornet and
immediately a short sforzando cue at the end of the second beat for the bass. For this
second beat, the author prefers to use the Sun-nyu motion to emphasize the last eighth note
of the bassoon which is marked sforzando (Figure 25-4)

The circled 1/3 means 1/3 of a

beat is divided not exactly in three but arrives early at the following beat point. The
reason for this Sun-nyu motion is to give a strong, preparatory beat for the next down beat.
Figure 25-4:

Sun-nyu motion of the second beat of 1:
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In the case of two conflicting expressions, it is better for the conductor to focus on
the players which need most assistance maintaining the musical flow, often those needing a
clear beat.

In this case the conductor does t need to use a strong downbeat, but rather

starts with a smooth motion for the cornet, and then gives the strong Sen-nyu beat, stopped
on the one third of the second beat.

Figure 25-5 shows the combination of the first and

second beats.
Figure 25-5: combined gesture of the first and second beat of the 1

Histoire du Soldat is a major challenge to young conductors and a test
of their technical clarity and solidity of musical pulse. Other movements of the work
are equally difficult for the players and conductor.

Integrated gestures and technical

refinements, such as those proposed above, would be numerous.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND INTEGRATED CONDUCTING
TECHNIQUES IN ADAGIO FOR STRINGS BY SAMUEL BARBER
Analysis
In contrast to the staccato, angular quality of the Stravinsky piece

Adagio,

a placid, elegiac 9-minute composition, presents very different challenges to the players
and conductor. It is divided into three sections, which are based on similar contrapuntal
harmonic structures first in B flat minor, then E flat minor,-A flat major,-F major, and
finally -B flat minor key.

This forms a loose exposition-development-recapitulation

structure. Each section is divided into three subsections.
In the opening four measures, Barber presents two ideas. The first is the
melody in the first violins (Example 5), and the second is the sustained chordal
accompaniment in the other parts. (Example 6)
Music Example 5:

Barber Adagio for Strings, principal melody, mm. 1-4
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Music Example 6:

Barber, Adagio for Strings, mm.1-6

In the beginning, the first violins play the melody while the other instruments accompany
with sustaining chords until measure 8.

Barber uses this melody and sustaining

accompaniment texture throughout the piece.

A repetition of the melody is played by the

first violin and later joined by the viola at the second subsection. (mm. 8-18)

The third

subsection starts at rehearsal number 2 (mm. 18-27) with the melody presented by the viola
in E-flat, the subdominant of B-flat.

The harmonic progression is similar to that of the

beginning but finishes on a dominant chord in B-flat major at the cadence of the first, large
section, at rehearsal number 3.
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Section 2 is developmental in spirit.

It starts with the cello entering under the

cadence of the other strings. The harmonic progression is then altered by a strong, E
diminished-seventh chord on the third and fourth beats of rehearsal number 3 leading to
F major. The cellos then assume the melody, which later moves to the first violins at
one measure after rehearsal number 4.

The third part of the development begins with

the melody presented by the second violins, moving next to the violas.
up by the entire string section, building to a monumental climax.

It is then taken

Thus the melodic line

B-flat in measure 34
sustained B-flat at the climax in measure 52.
A transition section after the climax in mm. 53- 56 leads to the recapitulation at
measure 57.

Here a downward spiraling sequence of chords contributes to the sense of

release and leads to the dominant, F major.

The final large section, the recapitulation,

begins the melody with the melody in the first violins and violas at measure 57. The
adagio ends after this simple restatement with a repetition of the original motive in
augmentation.
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Table 2: Barber, Adagio for Strings, formal structure
Section

Themes

Exposition

first part (mm. 1-8): melody in first Vn. Stay in B flat minor.

(mm. 1-26)

Specific points

with sustained chords of other strings

third part by the viola in E-flat,

second part (mm. 8-18): melody in

subdominant

first Vn. and Va.
third part (mm. 18-27): melody in Va.
and first Vn. later
Development
(mm. 27-53)

first part (mm. 27-34): starts in cello

Changed harmonic process

overlapped to the cadence of previous

strong

section in B flat minor

chord instead of the

second part (mm. 34-44): melody in

minor of the beginning for the

cello and later the first Vn.

leading chord to down beat

third part (mm. 44-53): second Vn.

(m. 28)

diminished seventh
flat

plays the melody and all strings build
to the dramatic climax.
Recapitulation Starts with first violin and viola playing Has a bridge of sustained
(mm. 53-69)

the melody in the same harmonic

harmony from mm. 53-56

process as the beginning and fades away
to the end.
Integrated Gestures
To achieve the emotional increase from the beginning to its peak, the conductor
must regulate the level of the climax of each section. The section has three parts and
each part must have its own arch. The melody begins piano and increases dynamically
to the third beat of measure four, supported by an accompaniment also increasing in
intensity but without a large crescendo.

The first violins begin on the downbeat
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pianissimo and the others enter on the third beat of measure one. This requires both an
accurate downbeat and third beat for clear entrances of both elements. After the
accompaniment enters on the third beat, the conductor must focus on the continuous
crescendo from pianissimo, keeping the intensity of the legato until the downbeat of the
measure four, which must have a somewhat heavy downbeat feeling.

Since the very

soft entrance in measure one requires beginning up bow, application of the moving theory
of Sait could be most effective for the slight crescendo leading to measure two. To
express these simultaneously, the author suggests using Green s beat patterns to show
clear icti, and combine them with Sait s Shakui motion to express the crescendo and
build up of intensity, because Green s technique does not address the increase of intensity
in the beat pattern. (Figure 26, compare to Green s beat pattern in Figure 1)
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Figure 26:

Figure 1:

Author s integrated motion for m. 1 in 4

Green s beat in 449

The melody in the second and third measures must increase in intensity until the
third beat of the fourth measure.

At the same time, the players with the sustained

accompaniment need clarity to change pitches with gentle precision in these measures.
To get the continuous intensity in measure two, the author suggests beginning with

49

Green. The Modern Conductor, 10.
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small beat and then grow a more intensive and weighted beat using Sait s Shakui
motion. (Figure 27)
Figure 27:

Integrated motion for mm. 2-3 of Adagio for Strings

In the fourth measure, a clean, cut-off motion is needed for the accompaniment. This
simultaneously creates a lift or a breath for the first violins using the stop on the third beat
and rebound for the preparation of the fourth beat, to indicate their clear reentrance. The
other strings join again on the fifth beat, followed by the reduction in the intensity of the
music going into the next bar. The author suggests an integrated beat drawn from
Green pattern paired with Sait s reduction of the speed and weight. (Figure 28)
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Figure 28:

Author s Integrated motion for measure 5 of Adagio for Strings:

3 indicates

the stop on the third beat; & means the half of the beat.

The most challenging section of Adagio for Strings is the climax, from five through
measures before rehearsal number 5. (Example 7)
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Music Example 7:

Barber, Adagio for Strings, climax

To convey the increase of tension, tenuto articulation, and crescendo beginning at
the third beat of the fifth measure before rehearsal number 5, the author will use a
subdivided pattern to show the tenuto quarter notes. The following fortissimo requires a
clear, heavily weighted downbeat in half notes and another strong beat preparation on
beat three of the same bar for the second violins, violas, and cellos.

It is important to

maintain the intensity of all the strings for four beats and give another strong beat for the
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following third beat (three measures before rehearsal number 5).

Finally, the greatest

amount of strength must be delivered on the downbeat of two measures before rehearsal
number 5. This energy should continue unrelentingly for six beats and then be extended
for the fermata.

The cut-off must not show any lessening of tension or volume.

Clarity is essential because the strings are free bowing with great intensity.
After an expressive and extended pause, a very clear, simple preparation and soft
fourth beat is required.

For the third beat of rehearsal number 5, the author use the very

soft Haneage motion in pianissimo, bursting out right after arriving at the third beat to
prepare the fourth beat.

Here Green s beat is recommended alternating with an

integrated beat which can convey the great tension of the music and suggest the intensity
of the bowing that requires sustained energy throughout this section.

Figure 38

diagrams the progression of conducting patterns from five measures before rehearsal
number 5 to rehearsal number 5. (Figure 29)
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Figure 29:

Barber, Adagio for Strings, integrated patterns, five measures before 5 to 5
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At the recapitulation 5 measures before rehearsal number 6, the music is similar to
the beginning, requiring the integrated gestures described above.

However, the

conductor should take care to conduct both the continuous decrescendo to the end and
evoke the molto espressivo tenuto for the first violins three measures before the end.
(Example 8)
Music Example 8:

Barber, Adagio for Strings, measure 4 to the end.

Four measures before the end the author will use a weighted third beat produced with
Sait s gravity motion to express the mezzo-forte of the first violins, which is sudden and
loud yet unaccented, compared to the other parts in the last four-measure cadence.
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Haneage motion is effective for the second beat to cut off and prepare the third beat four
measures before the end.
clear small downbeat.
beats, highlight

The small and shrinking fourth beat leads to the smooth and

There are molto tenuto half notes on the second, third and fourth
motivic essence in augmentation.

The morendo and

tenuto of this measure require a reduction of tension and a slight break between each beat.
For the tenuto bow articulation an integration of Sait s even motion with the application
of the author s stop motion is called for, staying at the beat point for the length of the
sustaining, as in Green s beat pattern.

Figure 30 is a diagram showing the progression

of conducting patterns for the last four measures.
(Figure 30)
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Figure 30: Barber, Adagio for Strings, author s integrated gestures for the last four
measures
4 measures before the end

2 measures before the end

3 measures before the end

the last measure
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND INTEGRATED CONDUCTING
TECHNIQUES IN THE OUVERTURE: DIE HEBRIDEN BY FELIX MENDELSSOHN
In Die Hebriden Mendelssohn calls for a wide variety of expressions including
several contrasting moods, thematic sections and articulations. The challenge for
conductors in this work, as in every piece conducted, is to use the appropriate gestures to
express this rich variety of emotions, textures and rhythmic characters.
Analysis
Mendelssohn conceived Die Hebriden as a sonata form composition.

The dark,

brooding first theme begins immediately in measure 1 in the bassoon and low strings in B
minor.

It develops gradually through repetition highlighted by frequently shifting

accompaniment textures.
major at measure 47.

The second theme is introduced by the cellos and bassoons in D

A transition starts at measure70, and then builds to the closing

theme with a fortissimo climax in D major at measure 77.

This section links smoothly to

the development section which begins in B minor at measure 96.

A long retransition

section begins at measure 149. The fanfare motive from the closing theme leads to the
forceful emphasis of the dominant in mm. 169-178 before the recapitulation.

In the
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recapitulation, Mendelssohn presents the second subject in the tonic key of B major at
measure 202. Now the theme is a slow, nostalgic solo for the clarinet with calm,
sustained strings instead of the shimmering accompaniment used in the exposition. The
coda begins at measure 217, starting with a new imitative idea in the viola and first oboe,
which spreads throughout the orchestra.

After a dramatic build up the first theme returns,

at measure 226, to round out the overture in a dramatic, passionate state.
bars are a dramatic stroke by the composer.

The hushed final

This analysis is summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, structure summary

Section

Themes

Specific points

Exposition

1st theme: in low strings and Begins in B minor

(mm. 1-95)

Bassoon

Allegro Moderato

2nd theme (m. 47) in Bs.,

In D major the mediant (III)

Cello

(mm. 77-95); fanfare theme by
Hr.,Trp.

Development

1st theme in Va. & fanfare

Begins in b minor with the first

(mm. 96-179)

theme in w.w. (m. 96)

theme & fanfare theme.

2nd theme in Cello (m. 123)
Long retransition section in 2 Re-transition: 2 themes come
parts (mm. 149-178)

from the fragment of the first
theme in D major + closing
theme in V7 of B minor: strong
leading to Recap. in B minor

Recapitulation

1st theme in low strings

Second theme in tranquillo

(mm. 179-216)

(m. 180)

assai in B minor in Clarinets.

2nd theme in Cla. (m. 202)

Coda (mm. 217-268) New theme in Ob. and Va.
Animato

Faster tempo.

1st theme returns (m. 226)
Fanfare melody (m. 248)

Integrated Gestures
In the first seven measures, Mendelssohn presents two ideas:

the theme and

counter theme in the low strings and bassoon, and the sustained string, and later woodwind,
accompaniment. (Example 9)
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Music Example 9:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden measures 1-7
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For the sustained piano accompaniment, a very small and simple non-espressivo beat
shows the floating tone quality clearly to the orchestra.

The melody, however, requires a

more expressive beat, showing the phrasing toward the third beat of every bar, and building
a long phrase until measure 35, right before the transition to the second theme. To
express these two different ideas simultaneously, I suggest using a weighted beat derived
from Sait s technique but integrated with Rudolf s legato pattern. (Figure31)
legato beat of Rudolf also might be useful for this music.
Figure 31:

Author s proposed integrated 4-beat pattern

The curved
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The second theme in D major starts at measure 47 in the cellos and bassoons, with
clarinets joining later.

In the second theme there are two ideas related to the motives

presented at the beginning. The first idea is the arpeggiated sixteenth-note
accompaniment in the violins and violas, which creates the illusion of shimmering
sustained tones. The second idea is the cantabile theme in the cello and bassoons, which
is related to the first theme by inversion.

Mendelssohn marked the cello melody cantabile

but with a sforzando at measure 48. (Example 10)
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Music Example 10:

Mendelssohn, Die Hebriden mm. 47-50
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For the accompaniment marked sempre pianissimo, a very small and clear nonespressivo beat of Rudolf s would demonstrate the shimmering sonorities, but the cello
melody requires a molto-espressivo beat leading first toward the sforzando in measure 48
then throughout the completion of the phrase with a short-term phrasing goal at measure 56.
To convey both ideas simultaneously, a small non-espressivo beat pattern with
Sait s Sen-nyu motion (Figure 14) is appropriate, for the first beat, continuing with an
enlarged Rudolf legato beat in measure 47.

To express the dynamics and emotion of this

section, a combination of Rudolf s molto-legato pattern with Sait s more intensive
weighted beat, would allow the author to make the crescendo and the sforzando on the
third beat of measure 48 in the cello, bassoon and clarinet parts. (Figure 32)
Figure 32:

Author s integrated motion for m. 48
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The first beat of measure 47 begins with Shunkan Undo, not large but rather very
slight, so as not to interrupt the mood of upper strings in pianissimo. A clear cut off of the
end of the previous phrase is made with a very small gesture. With a speeded and
weighted beat, the gesture starts to grow to the first peak of the theme marked by the
sforzando on the third beat of measure 47. This motion is similar to the way that string
players use the length and speed of the up-bow to get the crescendo and the sforzando on
the third beat.

Marked piano with semi-staccato articulation for the cellos, clarinets and

bassoons, the fourth beat of measure 49 needs to show the sudden change of dynamic and
articulation. The author suggests the Sen-nyu motion, which can be divided into two
pulses, as an effective way of indicating short eighth notes and the subsequent down beat in
piano.

Figure 42 is a diagram of the author s proposed integrated gestures for measures

47-50. (Figure 33)
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Figure 33:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden proposed integrated gestures, mm.

47-50
Measure 47

Measure 49

Measure 48

Measure 50

The third musical example needing an integrated gesture is that of the fanfare theme
of the closing section, measures 77-95. The author will indicate accented and detached
beats that do not stop between beats, a mixture of the marcato beat of Rudolf and the
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Tataki beat of Sait .

The vigorous sixteenth-note accompaniment of the cellos and

double basses, derived from the opening theme, require a continuity of tension.
(Example 11)
Music Example 11:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, closing section of the

exposition, beginning at measure 77
77
Fl. 1

Fl. 2

Ob. 1

Ob. 2

Cl. 1

Cl. 2

Bs. 1

Bs. 2

Hr. in D

Tp. In D

Tim.

Vn. 1

Vn. 2

Va.
Cel.

Bas.
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79

80

81
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The connection of the transition and the coda, marked animato in measure 217, is
another difficult juncture in the piece. (Example 12)
Music Example 12:
Fl. 1

Fl. 2

Ob. 1

Ob. 2

Cl. 1

Cl. 2

Bs. 1

Bs. 2

Hr. in D

Tp. In D

Tim.

Vn. 1

Vn. 2

Va.

Cel.

Bas.

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, mm. 213- 219
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With the start of the poco ritardando in measure 215, the staccato of the clarinets
requires a clear and short beat. For that, the author applies the short Haneage motion,
bursting out from a stop, for the third and fourth beats. A slight stop motion on the fourth
beat can help the clarinets play the short notes with the slight ritardando.

After poco

ritardando, a fast tempo begins suddenly at measure 217 in the violins, followed by a new
theme played by the oboe. The last eighth note for the violins in measure 216 should be
played piano and staccato, with a sforzando coming on the next downbeat.

To indicate

the tempo clearly, a preparatory fourth beat in the exact tempo of the animato is required.
In this one measure before the animato section, the author suggests staying on the third
beat longer than the other beats, using the fourth beat as the preparation for the upcoming
faster tempo.

The short Haneage motion, which clearly and immediately shows the point

by a great, sudden burst of speed, is required on beat four to invite the last eighth note of
the violins.

For the sforzando in the violins, the Tataki motion with a slight weight for the

downbeat would be effective before returning to light staccato motion for the second beat.
Shakui motion would convey the slur of the oboe on the third beat, returning to a light
staccato motion for the fourth beat. The integrated gestures for these measures are
summarized in Figure 34.
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Figure 34:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, integrated gestures for mm. 215- 217.

Measure 215

Measure 216

Measure 217

The transition to the final, exuberant push to the end at rehearsal letter G, where the
first theme finally reappears, requires special attention. (Example 13)
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Music Example 13:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, mm. 223- 226
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From measure 223 to 224, a slur with crescendo appears in the violins and violas while the
woodwinds play staccato. The contradiction between this short staccato and the long
phrase of the strings, which the string players have to control by speed and tension, can be
difficult to conduct.

In this case, it is better to focus on the strings rather than the winds,

because the staccato has already been established. The author suggests using the legato
beat pattern of Rudolf, which will enlarge to represent the crescendo, integrated with
Sait s strong gravity motion with even more speed to evoke the downbeat sforzando.

In

measure 225, a measure-long slur in the woodwinds and the accented beats in the violins
occur simultaneously.

A heavy marcato gesture, enlarging beat by beat for the crescendo

of the woodwinds, is required for this measure.

After a four-measure build up, beginning

in measure 222, fortissimo should erupt at letter G, where the trumpets and timpani enter
explosively. After rehearsal letter G, it is advisable to continue the heavy marcato up to
the final climax at rehearsal letter I.

Figure 44 shows the diagrams for the conducting

pattern from measure 223 to measure 226. (Figure 35)
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Figure 35:
223-226

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, author s integrated gestures for mm.

Measure 223

Measure 225

Measure 224

Measure 226
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The last five measures (mm. 264-268) pose the final challenge to the conductor.
(Example 14)
Music Example 14:
261
Fl. 1

Fl. 2

Ob. 1

Ob. 2

Cl. 1

Cl. 2

Bs. 1

Bs. 2

Hr. in D

Tp. In D

Tim.

Vn. 1

Vn. 2

Va.

Cel.

Bas.

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, mm 261- the end
262

263

264

265

266

267

268
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Heavy, downbeats with weight are needed for the strong chords, but a small, nonespressivo beat, is needed for the soft, legato melodic fragments in the winds mm. 264-265.
In the last two measures, a soft Sen-nyu motion using

flicking technique would be

effective for the very soft pizzicato of the strings, which should fade out to the end.
Figure 36 shows the diagrams for the conducting patterns for the last four measures.
(Figure36)
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Figure 36:

Mendelssohn, Ouverture: Die Hebriden, author s integrated gestures for mm.

265- 268
Measure 265

Measure 267

Measure 266

Measure 268
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CONCLUSION
Thorough analysis, effective baton technique and expressive gestures are
mandatory for conductors to communicate their interpretive ideas to the orchestra.
After deciding what one needs to show in the interpretation and what the ensemble needs
to convey it, one will apply different beat styles and types of motion to express most
effectively the musical ideas.

In evaluating the techniques of the three schools, the

author recognizes that there are strengths unique to each school.

Distilling a technique

that uses the strengths of each would help a conductor convey a broad variety of possible
interpretations.
There are differences among the three schools.

While Rudolf uses the fast

moving motion in the light-staccato and marcato beats, and sustaining tension in the
tenuto beat, Sait

movement is more varied and practical.

Sait s theories of motion,

gravity and intensity contrast greatly with the other two schools and have only recently
become familiar to western conductors.

Applying Sait s moving theory can give

conductors the greatest variety of expressive possibilities.

Rudolf categorizes all the

beat patterns in detail according to the expression of the beat, and his diagrams are clearer
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than those of Green and Sait in showing the shape of the patterns.

Green s beat

patterns focus on the point of each ictus, which indicates the precise instant of the
rhythmic pulse, a benefit in maintaining a tight ensemble.
The author has found through observation and experience that all beats are derived
from five basic motions:

even, gravity, stop, bursting and tension/release.

There is no effective beating without the use of the appropriate motion corresponding to
the expression of a work.

The author s understanding of these five motions led him to

pursue this study and integrate the strengths inherent in each school.
The greater the technical arsenal or palette of a conductor, the more refined his or
her interpretations can be.

This will make it possible for the conductor to influence the

orchestra and offer more nuanced and expressive performances determined by his/her
imaginative interpretation.

Often it is through an amalgamation of the techniques of

Sait and Rudolf or Sait and Green that the author found the correct and most effective
gestures for communicating his personal ideas about the selected example to the orchestra.
In conclusion, mastering the five basic motions will help the conductor to
apply the most effective technique for conveying expressive gestures.

The basic

motions applied to the beat pattern of each school can result in integrated beat
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patterns which will be the solutions to the conductor s musical challenges.

In this

way, each conductor will find a mixture of techniques that frees his/her interpretative
ideas.
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